
Robert Smith
Lead Buyer

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Seeks to obtain a long-term position in an increasingly responsible position that will enable 
utilizing communication, leadership and organizational skills.

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Call Center.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Lead Buyer
ABC Corporation  February 1995 – June 1999 
 Purchased all stocked inventory for the entire hospital system.
 Ensuring shelves were to the capacity of reorder points.
 Conducted inventory cycle counts and adjusted stock counts to ensure the accuracy with 

which supplies are stocked in the warehouse and run daily inventory.
 Visited each isle daily to ensure product availability was accurate according to daily automatic

purchasing.
 Maintained warehouse Librarian computer database to research and identify product number.
 Maintained expediting and buyers discrepancies on a daily basis.
 Assured lost charges were all accounted for.

Lead Buyer
Delta Corporation  1990 – 1995 
 Purchased all stocked inventory for the entire hospital system.
 Ensuring shelves were to the capacity of reorder points.
 Conducted inventory cycle counts and adjusted stock counts to ensure the accuracy with 

which supplies are stocked in the warehouse and run daily inventory.
 Visited each isle daily to ensure product availability was accurate according to daily automatic

purchasing.
 Maintained warehouse Librarian computer database to research and identify product number.
 Maintained expediting and buyers discrepancies on a daily basis.
 Assured lost charges were all accounted for.

EDUCATION

Word Processing - October 1984(New York Career Business Institute - Flushing, NY)
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